Opus
“My Life’s Masterpiece”

“A Master in the art of Living draws no sharp distinction between his work and his play; his
labor and his leisure; his mind and his body; his education and his recreation. He hardly
knows which is which. He simply pursues his vision of excellence through whatever he is
doing and leaves others to determine whether he is working or playing. To himself, he
always appears to be doing both.”
L.P. Jacks

Dale A. Knisley

Overarching Vision

Imagine a tribe living life in perfect alignment with the will of God, operating the divine

purposes of Heaven on earth. Imagine a tribe filled up and pouring out, distributing the
mysteries of Christ’s Kingdom to the lives of others, manifesting Sons of God on the earth.
Imagine a tribe thriving in business, ministry and family, equipping leaders with excellence
to impact generations.

Imagine a cause that cultivates supernatural growth, transforming experiences and ground
breaking events. A cause that nurtures leaders to maturity and stability, deeply rooted;
drawing from a greater source. A cause committed to excellence, truth and fruitfulness;
built on purpose to produce Living Legends.

Imagine a space free from the bondage of religion; releasing creative thinking, authenticity
and supernatural awareness. A space with injections of truth delivered with the hand of
Love. A space that imparts fatherly direction, motherly comfort and sibling loyalty. A Space
that causes the seeds of greatness to flourish, changing lives today, tomorrow and forever.

Purpose
“The Melody Line”

Building a Nation of Tribal Leaders, Equipped to
Impact Generations

Unified Strategies
“ Buckets of Productivity”

Coordinate- by aligning myself under the flow of Gods revelation and leaders

gone before me, I am equipped with all the tools to build tribal leaders having
an impact on generations.

Connect- by partnering with leaders of kindred spirits; we build ministries,

organizations and families of one voice, one sound and one purpose; leaving a
legacy that cannot be erased.

Create- through authenticity and the exposure of truth, the window of

revelation opens causing legendary growth within myself and others.

Communicate- by living the transformed life I am able to provide content of

value and depth. Causing leaders to draw from a deeper source, releasing them
to the place of lasting change

Cultivate- by pouring out what God has poured in, I become a distributer of

revelation, birthing spiritual sons, creating fruit and fruit to remain.

Scorecard of Significance
“Process inside the Buckets”

Coordinate- by aligning myself under the flow of Gods revelation and leaders gone before

me, I am equipped with all the tools to build tribal leaders having an impact on generations.
a) Physical- with the right food, a good amount of rest and light exercise I empower my

body with health, strength and the ability to fulfill my purpose.
b) Mental- through digestion of great and challenging material I engage myself
mentally , stretching the mind to grow and reach new heights of understanding.
c) Spiritual- through diligence in prayer, study, meditation and speaking faith filled
words; I remain in position to receive spiritual revelation, empowering my life for
success.

Connect- by partnering with leaders of kindred spirits; we build ministries, organizations

and families of one voice, one sound and one purpose; leaving a legacy that cannot be erased.
a) One to one- (strengthening the Person) weekly meetings with partners, clients and

potential clients I initiate the first stage of building lasting partnerships and covenant
relationships. ( 5 per week)
b) Small Groups- (strengthening the Tribe) weekly team building meetings to
strengthen the core of the nation of tribes.
c) Corporate – (strengthening the Nation) monthly, quarterly and yearly connections to

keep the nation of tribes unified and of one accord.

Create- through authenticity and the exposure of truth, the window of revelation opens

causing legendary growth within myself and others.

a) Books- through the writing of many books I cultivate and expose more truth within
myself and releasing it others, giving them the available resource to go deeper within
themselves and God.
b) Study Guides- by developing study guides for leaders and pastors they can teach,
train and lead others to the place of truth and understanding.
c) Teaching Videos- with the resources of technology and media we can develop
excellent teaching sessions, impacting many locations at once with truth principles.

Communicate- by living the transformed life I am able to provide content of value and

depth. Causing leaders to draw from a deeper source, releasing them to the place of lasting
change.
Sunday Services, Conferences, Nation Building
a) Worship Services- weekly church services with dynamic worship experiences and life
changing messages developing a deeper hunger for God, His word and relationships.
b) Nation Building- weekly mastermind sessions with like-minded leaders, desiring a
deeper understanding of God, themselves and business.
c) Conferences- quarterly and yearly Conferences that uplift, encourage and equip
leaders with the tools to build with the lasting effect on generations.

Cultivate- by pouring out what God has poured in, I become a distributer of revelation,

birthing spiritual sons, creating fruit and fruit to remain.
Diamantaire Program

Diamantaire- (French origin) a person who takes a rough gem or gemstone, cuts away the
rough edges to develop a precious and valuable gem. (Diamond cutter) a transformer of
valuable things.
-

This is a life covenant with those who want to walk at the highest level of leadership
and relationship. A process in developing children of God into Sons of God, a
commitment from the spiritual father and spiritual son to lay down their lives for
God the Father, each other and the call on their life.

My Core
“ Six Pack”

WORLDVIEW

I Believe:
-

God is the Father of All Fathers. He Loves, corrects, speaks truth, guides, comforts,
teaches, develops, gives life and provides. He is the true connection to the Spirit of
Man. He pours all of himself into us, to become more like him each day.

-

Jesus (Yashua) is the first born Son to live, breath, walk and submit to God on the
earth. The first to sacrifice his life so other Sons could be born and walk the earth.
Through him we have access to the Father, opening the door for humanity to be
born again.

-

Holy Spirit is the Governor of the Kingdom of God, all the power moving through
us to fulfill our God purpose is by him. He is our comforter, revealer, teacher and
guide on the path of life. He empowers us to walk the earth as Sons of God in all
righteousness, living a life of balance and prosperity. He is the Voice of God.

-

Family is the only government God recognizes and operates in. He establishes a man
to join a woman, they birth a family, opening the windows of heaven to operate on
the earth.

-

Church ( Ecclesia), when established and built right is an extension of family. It is
the vehicle God uses to establish, build and send Sons of God throughout the earth.

-

Work: When we don’t work we don’t eat. We were created to be fruitful and in
fruitfulness we bring multiplicity. In multiplicity we increase our family, Life and the
Kingdom of God. On purpose to glorify our heavenly Father.

-

Covenant is the only avenue to build healthy lasting relationships. Covenant is based
on people building people; strengths and weaknesses coming together to make a
whole.

-

Truth is the master key to unlock all of mans chains, releasing him to fulfill his God
purpose on earth. We must speak truth at all times in love.

IDENTITY

I am:

-

Father: As a Father my lifes purpose is to pour all God fills me with into my family.
( Spiritual Revelation, Financial prosperity, Social understanding and Mental
awareness) I must lead them to a place they can start where I finish not where I
started.

-

Lover: Loving, understanding and caring, always available and never unavailable.
Willing to be a living sacrifice putting myself and my needs second to my wife. To
make sure she always knows there is one on the earth, for her, not against her.

-

Supporter: I continue and carry the heart of my parents, making sure they are
always taken care of, provided for and loved. They never worry about who will take
care of them in their latter years. I am to insure a piece of them remains on the earth.

-

Messenger: a sent delegate and representative of Christ to a specific people with a
specific Word. To carry and deliver the mysteries of the Kingdom, to watch over
with faithfulness those who will hear.

-

Builder of people, to stand through storms and the battles of life. To bring and fill
them with a strength that will stand the test of time. They in turn become builders of
people impacting generations.

-

Partner: Loyalty, commitment, never leaving or forsaking. A man of covenant
principles with a belief that nothing will separate us. ( Authentic Relationships)

-

Writer: Putting pen to paper, leaving revelation, thoughts and faith in one location.
On purpose to educate, edify and equip those who come behind.

-

Trailblazer: always ready to pave the way, creating new paths, so others will be one
step closer to their destiny. Creating a way for the next generation.

PRINCIPLES

I Value:

-

Relationship: family is the hinge pin to operating in total joy, peace and happiness.
Success is vanity without someone to share it with, therefore family must be at the
heart of every decision. They are reason to write, study, grow and build; it is all for
them.

-

Partnership: what good is it to know, to have, to be, if you have no one to walk with?
The journey is so much more with others, we are created to sow, to pour out, to
share, to love—two is better than one.

-

Stewardship: is key to operating in the arena of success. “To whom much is given,
much is required.” We can always make more money we cannot make more time. I
choose to value money and time, being a good steward of time relieves pressure and
stress. Being a good steward of money brings more money “He who is faithful in the
little God will bring him into much.” I seize the moments, I come all in, totally
present redeeming the time and taking responsibility for the money.

-

Workmanship: is a must if we are going to build anything of substance and value.
My days must be planned and executed with precision to go and do what’s never
been done. The desire is to glorify the Creator and originator with not only fruit but
fruit to remain. I must lead by example so others will live a life of produce and seize
the opportunities before them.

PASSION

I love to:

-

Distribute- the word of God. I feel the most comfortable sharing the revelation God
has given me to others willing to hear. If I could preach every day I would! Love It!

-

Dream- some fish, some hunt, some shop, I golf. This is a great avenue of relaxation
and down time. I love being on the course early in the morning watching the sun
come up with the birds singing in the background. ( Refreshes me, Its good thinking
time.)

-

Deposit- a good book that engages my thinking brings me to new levels. Because I
love to give, the more I read, the more I learn. Filling up my tank prepares me to
pour out bringing others to new levels.

-

Discover- the word of God. The best part of beginning the day is time with the
Father. The communion and breaking of bread fills me up and prepares me for every
moment of the day. Gaining new revelation and insight to the Word of God is one of
the most exciting moments I experience, His voice reassures me I’m a conqueror.

-

Design- with my family. Raising five children can be very interesting at times. One
of my favorite times is eating with my wife and children. The voices, stories, laughter
and joy make everything we do worth it. ( The Good Life)

PURPOSE

I Live to:

-

Elevate: my heart, my purpose is to build people. I see so many hurting, broken, lost
people in the world. Building people, with a strong foundation and a sure framework
prepares them to stand against the storms of life. Like Paul they can say, “ I have ran
my race, I have kept the Faith, I have finished the course, I am ready…….”

-

Accelerate: mankind to live the Legendary Life. Bringing people to a place of depth
gives them the opportunity to pull from a greater source. They will produce great
fruit and fruit that will remain. They will not be forgotten, they will leave a Legacy,
what they build will not be forgotten.

-

Activate: blazing the trail is at the core of my purpose, creating new paths and
directions others have refused to go. I choose to create new ways so others that come
behind travel a road paved and prepared for greatness.

I Have a Dream
Imagine walking into a small room filled with 35 people, people anticipating and expecting
a time of celebration, a word of truth, equipping them to overcome life’s challenges with a
mindset of “I am great.” Then this man walks confidently to the platform with a word of passion
and fervency few have ever experienced. The atmosphere fills the room with a presence
causing you to believe; today I will leave different, today I have been challenged and inspired to
grow.

Imagine seeing this same man now in a different room, a room with the seating capacity of
5,000, there is an even greater anticipation knowing today I will see results, today there will be
a true power in the midst of us. The surroundings are different, the place gives a sense of
excellence, leaders are strategically planted to produce fruit, and fruit people have desired to
eat for many years, fruit with a greater taste and substance that can only be found here. The
nutrients supplied to this tree defiantly came from a deeper place. Knowing that the growth of
anything great hinges on the right environment, the atmosphere brings you back to familiar
place called Eden. You recognize this is a place of order, a place of alignment there is definitely
a flow in the arena creating rivers ready to burst from deep in your spirit. As you watch the
leadership of this organization, you are inspired to do it better; they are like a city set on a hill
that cannot be hid. Unlike most organizations everybody receives five star service, its warm and
welcoming, they don’t tear down, they build up, they act on purpose with no hesitation. This is
a true tribe with no competitive jealousy, sibling rivalry, gossip or division; Unity is the theme
of this house a Divine Ekklesia that mirrors the move of Heaven on earth. These are a people
who make no excuses but deliver only solutions, a people that don’t let things happen but make
things happen, opening the windows of Heaven to walk in Divine prosperity and abundance.
Making your way to the exit now you have the answer it’s not about me, it’s about Him and His

Kingdom built on earth for His glory. Truly they are the NewBridge, they are The Seed, “
Maturing Believers, Future Leaders and Living Legends, yes they are ONE!

Imagine seeing this man with his family, this is no ordinary family; this is a family of
generations. He is seated at a table with sons, daughters, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. The joy, peace and security that bleed from their words draws you close to say,
“I want this for me. “ You can tell this man is a patriarch of change to this family that will live
long after he is gone. The word, character and life transcends time, it will touch generations to
come.

Imagine seeing this man with his wife, who arrived halfway through the journey of his
walk. You can see the deep commitment they have for each other and the love they share is one
of truth, one of authenticity, one developed not in a moment but through time; this love was
built. Now they sit comfortably on vacation at one of four homes around the United States.They
will spend the weekend in the home that fits the mood, the beaches of Florida, the vineyards of
California, the mountains of Colorado or the exotic lights of New York City. Where they go is
not important, it’s the presence of each other that matter, its being in this moment that counts.
Just knowing today they had a choice causes you to say “what about me? “

Finally imagine walking back into the room seating 5,000 people, you know this day is
special, on this day you can smell the aroma of success but feel the hunger for more. You know
this isn’t the finish of a work but truly, this is the beginning. You know this is a work that will
be carried on by others; this was built on purpose to hand to another. This same man now in
his early 80’s walks to the stage, as you see him move there is this overwhelming sense a King
has entered the room; a true Father, a man who built people not just buildings. You can tell the
respect of those seated is rare in this day, as He begins to speak tears created by the emotions of

gratitude, love; thankfulness and sadness begin to flow from the audience. He calls for a man
seated nearby, they embrace and he says “here are the keys Son, now you can start where I
finished not where I began.”

Think of me, for this is my Dream

